ijo	BYZANTINE ART
fruitful artistic movement had developed during the course
of two centuries and spread throughout the East, in Egypt,
Syria, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, Armenia, and elsewhere.
This movement, which was to culminate in the triumph of
the new style in the sixth century, naturally took a different
form in different places; there was a Christian art peculiar to
Egypt, one to Mesopotamia, and another to Asia Minor,
each of which had its own character. But beneath this
diversity of form a few general principles can be traced which
show themselves in certain essential features.
Christian art, as it took form in the East at the beginning
of the fourth century, was faced by a twofold source of
inspiration. On the one hand there was the classical tradi-
tion of Hellenistic culture still living and brilliantly fostered
in the large cities, such as Alexandria, Antioch, and Ephesus;
and on the other, there was the oriental tradition, that of the
old Iranian or Semitic East, which in contact with Sassanid
Persia at this time came to life again throughout the interior
of Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Armenia, and drove
back the Greek influence which had long been triumphant
Christianity in its hatred of paganism, though unable to cut
itself off completely from the splendour of classic antiquity,
gladly adopted the methods of these indigenous arts which
had suddenly awakened from sleep, and willingly set itself
to learn from the East. Hence was to arise this dualism of
two opposing influences which would endure as long as
Byzantine art itself; indeed it is the combination of these two
influences which gives to Byzantine art its peculiar character.
The debt of the new art to this double tradition we must now
seek to define.
From the beginning of the fourth century triumphant
Christianity had covered the whole East with a wealth of
sumptuous churches, and for these new churches new archi-
tectural forms were created. Alongside the Hellenistic
basilica with its timber roof appeared the Eastern barrel-
vaulted basilica (of which the origin, it seems, should be
sought in Mesopotamia); while in addition to the plain
rectilinear basilican form appeared the church of circular,
octagonal, or cruciform plan. In particular, the new archi-
tecture acquired from Iran the use of the dome, the model of

